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Abstract

Stem and derivative cells induced from somatic tissues are a critical tool for disease

modeling but significant technical hurdles hamper their use. The purpose of

this review is to provide an overview of pitfalls and mitigation strategies for the

nonstem cell biologist using induced pluripotent stem cells and investigating neu-

rodevelopmental disorders. What sample sizes are reasonable? What derivation and

purification protocols should be used to make human neurons? In what way should

gene editing technologies be used to support discoveries? What kinds of preclinical

studies are the most feasible? It is hoped that this roadmap will provide the necessary

details for experimental planning and execution for those less familiar in the area of

stem cell disease modeling. High-quality human preclinical models will allow for the

discovery of molecular and cellular phenotypes specific to different neu-

rodevelopmental disorders, and may provide the assays to advance translational

medicine for unmet medical needs.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of human somatic cell reprogramming,1 disease

modeling in patient-derived cells has become a critical component to

elucidate mechanistic insight into pathology. Referred to as iPSCs

(induced pluripotent stem cells) the potential and promise were plain

to see, but the reality of disease modeling has proven more challeng-

ing than initially hoped.2 Timelines for most projects have extended,

and significant resources related to simply understanding basics of cell

quality have been required.3 This is true of all diseases being modeled

in iPSCs but is even more so for brain diseases because of the sheer

number of cell types and our lack of understanding (compared with

other organs such as kidney or heart) about tissue organization. This

review is focused on iPSCs, as opposed to stem cells derived from an

embryo (ES cells), because iPSCs can be made from subjects after a

disease has been diagnosed (ES cells by definition are made from

an embryo).

Neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) include a large spectrum

of diseases that affect the way the brain grows, including the wide

spectrum of autism spectrum disorders and intellectual disabilities.

For many NDDs, mutations have been identified that can be causally

linked to disease, and several of these genes have been investigated

in mouse, fly, worm, and frog homologs, providing significant insight

into gene function. Still, most disease phenotypes are a result of a

pathogenic mutation on a specific genetic background which contrib-

utes to the variable spectrum of phenotypes observed, even with fully

penetrant mutations. For this reason, disease modeling in cells from

human subjects with a disease captures the genetic spectrum of dis-

ease, at least for in vitro modeling of cell-autonomous effects. NDDs

provide a unique modeling opportunity using patient-derived cells
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because “development” from a stem cell state is triggered by the

experimenter by the addition of specific transcription factors or small

molecules that recapitulate a development stage in some specific

sequential order, meaning defined development stages can be directly

assayed for specific hypotheses relevant to disease. Difficulties

arise, however, in the accurate ability to maintain stem cells in an

undifferentiated state, in differentiating CNS cell types, and in achiev-

ing consistency in postmitotic cell population types, all problems com-

pounded by the fact that cells are derived from different individuals,

meaning that while genetic background contributes to disease by

interactions with pathogenic mutations, it also leads to significant

increases in technical variability (ie, experimental noise). What can be

done to maximize this remarkable technology while minimizing varia-

tion unrelated to a disease state?

Is it better to have an expert in stem cell induction, derivation,

and differentiation perform studies on a specific disease, or an expert

in those diseases or related molecular pathways? One might argue

that a close collaboration between the two is the ideal; however, this

can be difficult to accomplish, particularly for those outside of major

centers that do not have stem cell core facilities. Even for those with

these facilities, the expertise required for differentiation from a stem

cell state to a more differentiated state is unlikely to be performed at

these centers, which usually focus on making stem cells themselves.

To this end, I hope to provide a “roadmap” for the nonstem cell expert

that can be applied across different neurodevelopmental diseases as a

baseline for discussion and planning for experimental design, trouble-

shooting, and phenotypic discovery.

2 | GENERAL ISSUES TO CONSIDER
BEFORE BEGINNING

2.1 | Disease choice

Minimization of variation in an experimental system, desirable in all

scientific studies, is paramount in a iPSC-based NDD stem cell study

since conclusions are necessarily drawn from few, often unrelated

subjects. For this reason, studies should be anchored in a mutation

known to cause disease, and preferably a mutation that has a direct

read-out, such as mRNA and/or protein levels of the gene of interest

or a metabolite known to be increased or decreased in human sub-

jects with the disease. This provides clinical validity to the disease

model. Amenability of a disease-causing mutation to genetic engineer-

ing techniques (discussed later) should also be considered before a

project is begun. Clinically defined or genetically heterogeneous neu-

rodevelopmental syndromes with no known biological marker should

be avoided, at least in the near future.

2.2 | Selection of the initial study sample

There are not usually cohorts of somatic cells ready from multiple sub-

jects with the same disease, although this is changing for certain

diseases through projects like Simons Searchlight4 and sustained

efforts at cell repositories such as Coriell. Assuming that there is no

cohort of subject cells available, one option is to identify and establish

a representative initial cell line that reflects disease and which has a

well-matched control. This “discovery” case/control pair could be a

patient cell line sex-matched to a healthy family member cell line, or

genetically engineered lines with an isogenic control. The focus on a

single case/control pair allows for in-depth characterization and the

creation of multiple replicates (eg, many stem cell clones). It also

allows for simply establishing working protocols in a lab that may be

unfamiliar with the necessary reagents and techniques. This discovery

sample allows for rapid probing of many experimental hypotheses and

extensive attention to quality control parameters. The trade-off is that

any finding is not necessarily representative of the true disease popu-

lation and could be driven by genetic background of the line used. For

this reason, validation sets are essential and these can be made or rec-

ruited after or during experiments on the discovery sample set. Vali-

dation samples can also be well-controlled pairs of disease subjects

with family members or genetically engineered cells with the idea that

each pair can complement the discovery samples and other validation

samples. All case/control pairs can be analyzed independently and

consistency of signal across pairs becomes the critical outcome mea-

sure. This means not all samples need to be prepared at the same time

to create case/control comparisons, taking into account the reality of

sample collection for many NDDs. In short, start with one very well

characterized cell line, probe and explore it, then validate in other cel-

lular models of the disease. The analog of this is mouse transgenic

studies—most mouse transgenic studies involve investigation in a sin-

gle highly, inbred strain but in multiple siblings in that strain. This is

equivalent to assessing a mutation in one human individual using mul-

tiple iPSC clones. Additionally, unrelated human patients recruited are

in a sense equivalent to assessing a mutation on different mouse

strains.

2.3 | Subject selection and sample size

“How many subjects do I need?” While the answer to this question

can vary and is dependent on experimental design conditions, things

to consider include how representative a selected patient is that is

being modelled; for example, do they possess a mutation known to be
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present in other cases? Are subjects with this mutation similarly

affected (eg, age-of-onset, severity, tissue locus)? If the mutation is a

large deletion or duplication, how many extra genes might be affected

by the variant? Is disease predicted to be caused by a missense muta-

tion? How certain is it that this missense mutation causes disease?

Missense mutations, even those absent from large databases and

which occur in a gene known to cause disease are not usually the best

choice. The only unambiguous proof of a genotype/phenotype rela-

tionship is supported by statistics—patients with a similar phenotype

have the identical mutation that is absent from large control cohorts.

Variants or mutations that show increased frequency in disease cases

but which are still present in controls should be avoided, though these

are admittedly important sources of disease causing variation. In our

work,5,6 we avoid missense mutations (rare variants in genes

suspected to cause disease because they are private to the individual

being studied) unless there is a measureable effect of the mutation

(frameshift to affect RNA or protein for example). Our preference is

for modeling small variants that cause stop or frameshift mutations,

because these are easier to edit and cause a measurable output in the

cell. Finally, the degree of quality control parameters (how many and

how good to the cells look), the number of independent clones used,

whether or not output measures are confirmed by gene edited cell

lines, and the effect size of the output measure are further factors

that influence people's opinions on sample number. Currently, in stud-

ies using standard tools and low clone numbers and with no genetic

engineering, the expectation is for at least three unrelated subjects.

2.4 | Genetic engineering strategy

Genetic engineering provides the necessary tools to adequately con-

trol cell-based experiments in NDD studies. Key issues include achiev-

ing the right editing event in a genome that reflects the founder

genome. For general review and background of general issues, see

Reference 7.

Genetic engineering imposes significant cell stress due to techni-

cal procedures needed to get nucleases, gRNAs, and template DNA

into a cell. iPSCs are the most commonly used cells to edit, but have a

higher rate of anomalies due to genomic instability,8 which can be

exasperated by replication stress due to single cell plating9 often used

for genetic engineering to achieve clonality. General good practice is

to minimize expansion and purification of iPSCs to avoid the possibil-

ity of acquiring often well-known karyotypic anomalies, particularly

aneuploidy in late passage iPSCs.10 We have suggested performing

simultaneous reprogramming and gene editing, which allows for elec-

troporation to be done in somatic cells.11 The rationale for this is that

it takes advantage of the low probability of reprogramming (~2%-4%

of somatic cells) to achieve clonality on low-density plates. Colonies

derived from single cells can be isolated and expanded, then

sequenced for editing events. Successful desired events from selected

colonies can then be grown and assessed for QC measures.

Off-target effects of genome editing are infrequent12 (though this

can depend on nucleases chosen, eg Reference 13), but can drastically

affect data interpretation if not adequately addressed. Current think-

ing is that some off-target effects are tolerable14; however, the use of

specific tools such as DISCOVER-Seq15 remain important to charac-

terize potential events.

For genetic engineering in NDD studies, either induction of a

mutation in control cells or repairing of a mutation in disease cells can

be used. Diseases that are caused by hetero- or hemi-zygous loss-of-

function are the easiest to model in control cells, since they involve

nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) after nuclease-induced strand

breaks on one allele, as opposed to homology directed repair (HDR)

that requires template DNA, as well as nucleases and gRNAs. For dis-

ease caused by reduced dosage of either one or both alleles, the goal

is not necessarily to recreate a specific patient mutation but rather to

take advantage of CRISPR technology, which is accurate but not spe-

cific, to select for clones that have the outcome of interest, that is,

reduced mRNA levels. Since disease mechanism is often not known,

interpretation of data should be tempered with these disease models

made from healthy cells. While the assumption is that making cells

with reduced dosage approximates disease, it may be that the specific

mutations observed in patients that also cause reduce dosage are in

fact important, even if nothing can be explicitly gleaned from catego-

rizing all known patient mutations and their clinical phenotype. It may

be that CRISPR-induced mutations are hypomorphic, or show a more

severe phenotype that what would be observed in the true disease

population. Still, engineering frameshifts to create nonsense products

are relatively straightforward for diseases predicted to be caused by

reduced dosage. Desired changes often can be identified in 5 to

10 clones.

Repairing patient mutations is a holy grail for most NDD studies,

but is significantly more difficult than inducing the disease in healthy

controls cells. The power of HDR is that it allows for “repair” of a

patient mutation, providing the critical isogenic experiment to ensure

accurate interpretation of data. As mentioned, HDR requires gRNA-

guided nuclease strand breaks and template DNA that must occur at

the sample place and time for the event to occur. This low efficiency

is the reason for the difficulty of this approach, though there are many

groups attempting to increase the probability of gRNA, nucleases, and

template DNA occurring together at a given genomic locus.16 In our

experience, we screen >5X as many clones when using HDR com-

pared with NHEJ to identify a desired genotype which can be any-

where from 50 to 100 clones.

2.5 | Somatic cell source

Difficulties and troubleshooting for stem cell derivation have been

reviewed and more information can be found here.17 While routine, it

requires significant infrastructure and expertise to do properly to

avoid common, preventable problems. For NDDs, the first challenge

after patient identification is acquiring somatic cells and this may

require international recruitment and collaboration with affected fami-

lies that have often established charitable foundations related to dis-

ease. In almost all of our studies, we have acquired cells that have
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required local partners in distant places and careful shipping

procedures.

Standard cell types include blood, urine, and skin, all of which

have limitations18: urine is least invasive at collection but is probably

the most sensitive to failure due to the low number of transformable

cells (~1 per 2 mL). This process requires >30 mL of urine, a centrifuge

at collection, freezing media, and dry ice. Once renal epithelial lines

are established, the cells grow quickly and reprogram well. Blood

requires staff to safely perform a blood draw. We require 5 to 10 mL

of blood in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid tubes, with shipment on

ice. Skin cells require minor surgery so need a medical doctor on-site.

Hair and saliva have been used but are highly unreliable, so should be

avoided. We have successfully expanded peripheral blood mono-

nuclearcytes (PBMCs; blood) and renal epithelial cells (RECs; urine)

from overseas patients and family members, and made iPSCs from

these cells. This requires substantial QC in-house to optimize all pro-

cedures and reagents prior to recruitment.

There are often questions about comparability across somatic cell

tissues as potential sources of variation; specifically, might deriving

stem cells from different tissues affect cell phenotype detection, and

might even small effects bias a study with small sample sizes? While

there are no extensive studies comparing iPSCs from human blood,

skin, and urine, there has been extensive work done comparing

embryo-derived stem cells to iPSCs,19 and iPSCs from different mouse

derived tissues.20 The general consensus is that iPSCs do retain an

epigenetic memory of cell-of-origin but that this disappears after early

passages (4-5).19 We make every effort to remain consistent in cell

type of origin to minimize potential variation, but suspect that there

may be little difference if this were not done.

2.6 | Sex and age of recruited subjects

Sex of recruited subjects is a potential confound, and in studies with

low sample number this could be problematic. The first protection

against sex-effects is a sample set design where subjects are not nec-

essarily pooled groups of cases and controls, but rather studied as

groups of pairs (eg, female patient compared with her own sister, gene

edited line compared with healthy isogenic line, drug exposed

compared with no drug exposed), then looking for consistency across

independent samples. Second, provided diseases are not sex-linked, it

is possible and even likely for some diseases that mutational effects

are so strong that secondary issues related to sex chromosomes may

not matter. This is dependent on effect size of a given cell phenotype,

but given that most neurological disease do not have skewed sex

ratios (ie, affect equally males and females) it is reasonable to think

that sex does not affect cell phenotypes related to mutations. For

example, detection of Huntington's disease cell phenotypes in iPSC-

derived cells across different laboratories and multiple subjects

showed similar effects independent of sex.21 The critical concept

seems to be an a priori understanding of what to look for, usually

based on the function of a mutant gene, or known pathology in

humans.

There is no reason to think that using samples from people of dif-

ferent ages will increase variation in the experiment. Reprogramming

cells with Yamanaka factors, OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and CMYC returns

cells to a stem cell state that is indistinguishable from ES cells after

4 to 5 passages. “Cellular age” is thought be maintained using trans-

differentiation or direct induction techniques (see next section); how-

ever, epigenetic reprogramming is a main function of Yamanaka

factors. Age of participant is thus unlikely to drive increased variation

provided cells are reprogrammed to a stem cell-like state. Using a con-

trol mother and her affected daughter for example, is thus a reason-

able strategy.

2.7 | Potential for the use of small molecules to
induce or reverse disease

In vitro iPSC-based cell modeling requires multiple lines of proof to

protect against the potential for artifactual signals. While completely

dependent on the gene of study, agonists or antagonists that directly

affect the mutant or absent protein of interest or which have a

known effect on some part of the pathway in which the protein is

found can provide important information to triangulate evidence.

Choosing a disease to study which could be amenable to pharmaco-

logical manipulation is helpful, if possible. That said, almost all mole-

cules usually come with off-target effects; for example, we use the

drug UNC0642 in healthy neural progenitor cells (NPCs) to recapitu-

late EHMT1 deficiency (to model Kleefstra Syndrome) since the drug

is a well-known EHMT1 protein inhibitor. We thus knew before

beginning the project that we could take advantage of this drug to

recapitulate any disease phenotypes in healthy cells treated with this

drug. Problems with this drug are common to this type of approach—

(a) it is known to inhibit EHMT2, and (b) choosing the correct dose to

actually mimic disease is rarely trivial. Still, once a cell phenotype is

associated with a given mutation, one can either recapitulate disease

in a control cells with (usually) an antagonist of the said protein, or

attempt to rescue heterozygous mutations by using an agonist drug if

wildtype protein is present. Critical here is that a cell phenotype has

been identified already and that the same cell phenotype can be iden-

tified in the drugged cells, with expected effects on direction of cell

phenotype. This implies that pharmacological approaches were done

as secondary experiments to complement a discovery made in patient

disease cells.

3 | IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF
NEURAL POPULATIONS

Stem cell derivation22,23 and quality control24 options including the

best ways to assess genomic integrity25 have been reviewed many

times, so I focus here on neural differentiation and issues for neu-

rodevelopmental disease research. Once iPSCs have been made and

carefully validated, one can begin to think about the optimal way to

make neuron-like cells.
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Once a stem cell state has been achieved, cells can be maintained

or differentiated into different neural cell types. This is a big field and

decisions are intricately linked to the disease being studied with

respect to cell type and purity of cell cultures. Induction method,

length of exposure time to different molecules, and differentiation

parameters are all important and an in-depth discussion can be found

here.26 The main issue for the study of NDDs is ensuring the induc-

tion technique is consistent across samples since in some cases the

mutation itself could affect neuronal differentiation. These can only

be detected with careful monitoring of outcomes and highly reproduc-

ible standard operating procedures.

3.1 | Transdifferentiation, direct induction, or
developmental reprogramming?

Transdifferentiation refers to the induction of a somatic cell directly

to a cell of interest while developmental reprograming refers to

recapitulating developmental timing and factors in stem cells to

make a cell-type of interest. Direct induction is between these two,

where stem cells are directly induced to a particular cells state, usu-

ally bypassing progenitor-like states. Transdifferentiation usually

involves using one or more transcription factors known to be pre-

sent at a critical developmental time; for example, ectopic expres-

sion of ASCL1 in skin cells can transdifferentiate fibroblasts to

neuron-like cells,27 where ASCL1 is a master regulator gene nor-

mally present in neural progenitor cells. Direct induction of neurons

from stem cells can be done via NGN2,28 where neurons can be

made in 2 weeks. Developmental reprogramming is a longer process

but involves attempting to recapitulate sequential steps and factors

in neurodevelopment. Developmental reprogramming takes the

most time but should probably be considered the default option for

most NDD studies. Only this procedure leads to neural progenitor

cells (multipotent cells that can give rise to many CNS cell types

such astrocytes and neuronal subtypes) and washes away via

Yamanaka factors the original epigenetic patterning in the somatic

cell. The other two procedures are terminal, whereby cells are

directly transformed into what will become postmitotic cells. While

no in vitro procedure can ever be perfect, one would assume that to

model most neurodevelopmental disorders one should attempt to

best recapitulate neurodevelopment. By using the closest technique

available to recapitulate neurodevelopment allows for identification

of earliest cell phenotypes. The critical early phenotypes can be mis-

sed if jumping directly to a postmitotic cell state using trans-

differentiation or direct induction, even if other phenotypes are

identified in mature cells. That said, developmental reprogramming

is the longest and most expensive of the techniques, and likely leads

to more heterogeneous cell populations since cells are exposed to

more factors and the procedure takes longer—both of which are

variables that will allow for nondesired differentiation. NGN2-based

techniques are popular because they are done on a short time frame

and lead to a relatively pure population of cells. Careful thought

needs to be given to the trade-offs between different approaches.

3.2 | Purity of neural progenitor cells after
developmental reprogramming

Neuronal induction from iPSCs is a 2- to 3- week process where cells

need to be selected and purified in some form (for specific details of

induction see: bio-protocol.org/e3188). Stem cells induced to neural

progenitor cells are rarely uniform29,30 so selection methods are criti-

cal. Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) methods are common

selecting for the presence of some markers and the absence of others

(eg, CD184+/CD44−/ CD271−/CD24+ cells), but these require anti-

bodies, a FACS machine, and the ability to regrow clean cultures after

sorting. We favor a selective adhesion technique that purifies NPCs

via preferential adhesion of NPCs and attachment of non-NPC cells.11

Proper reagents can avoid spontaneous differentiation to non-

ectodermal lineages, mostly because the use of dual SMAD inhibition

is a strong neuroectodermal driver31; however, after this stage other

molecules are required to further pattern cells, and many difficulties

can arise around selecting for or against neural crest, forebrain, mid-

brain, or hindbrain cells. For example, a slight increase in a GSK3b

inhibitor drives cells to a hindbrain cell fate, rather than a midbrain cell

fate,32 where the molecule is required for both cell types but at differ-

ent doses, and where all other reagents are identical. This reflects fun-

damental biology of neurodevelopment,33 and is probably the main

reason so many difficulties arise (ie, specific morphogenic dose at the

right time and place is needed for cell fate specification). Another

related problem is the difficulty in separating neural crest

(NC) progenitors from CNS progenitors, where NC cells (observed as

flat, larger cells) are usually immediately adjacent to neural rosettes so

can often contaminate a forebrain culture34,35 since they seem to pro-

liferate more quickly than neural progenitors.

The critical issue is not the quest for ultimate cell purity, but the

characterization of what has been made provided some baseline level

of purity is attained. Cultures are unlikely ever to be perfectly pure at

least using today's techniques, but the uniformity of cell content

should be consistent across cases and controls. For example, the crea-

tion of dopaminergic cells for clinical use in monkeys to alleviate

Parkinson-like symptoms are cells that are 60% to 80%36—positive for

Tyrosine Hydroxylase, an important marker of dopaminergic cells,

across cell cultures derived from different subjects. The expectation is

that cell lines across an experiment show a level of purity that is con-

sistent and reproducible.

3.3 | Purity of postmitotic cells derived from NPCs

Purification of a committed progenitor (NPC) is usually the main

determinant of quality of more mature cells. That said, more pattern-

ing agents are required to differentiate neurons and so postmitotic

cells also need to be assessed for uniformity. Variability is often high

across mature neuronal cell cultures, and identical to the assessment

of progenitors, the important step is to characterize levels of variation

across statistically comparable pairs. For example, forebrain cultures

made from NPCs that were developmentally reprogrammed are
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almost always a mixture of GABAergic, glutamatergic, and glial cells

with ratios of about 3:6:1, respectively. What level of variation is tol-

erable in this ratio is really the key experimental design question

rather than ensuring purity of a given cell type. We expect that as

techniques improve in neural differentiation, culture purity and exper-

imental control will only improve. The most comprehensive examples

of postmitotic neuron purity can be found in the literature from

midbrain dopaminergic neurons of the A9 type, resembling those

dopamine-producing cells from the substantia nigra, since significant

resources have been deployed to attempt to make transplantable cells

to treat Parkinson's disease.37 What is reassuring from this literature

is not that cell purity has reached 100% for dopamine-producing cells,

but that the technology development that has been fostered by active

investigations suggest a clear trajectory toward improved cell purity.

3.4 | Length of differentiation time for neuron-like
cells derived from NPCs

How long should neurons be differentiated for from an NPC state?

We favor an operational definition (https://bio-protocol.org/e3188)

whereby neuron cultures are postmitotic (ie, very limited cell division

present), clear networks have formed, and selected cells fire sponta-

neous action potentials consistent with neuronal type. Cells made

from stem cells mostly resemble fetal cells38 so even long-term differ-

entiation is of questionable value, although neuronal features do

increase with longer differentiation time (eg, increased amplitude of

action potentials), which may be important particularly if electrophysi-

ological measures are used as a read-out. Different labs using differ-

ent but related reagents have very different maturational times, so

defining output measures is critical for each study.

Organoids (long differentiated NPCs that proliferate and differen-

tiate as self-adhering, free-floating cells and begin to form tissue-like

structures) provide one promising avenue for neuronal maturation,

and complete review can be found here.39 While the technique is

promising in some specific applications,40 our own experience as well

as work from others41 suggests variation across organoids is exten-

sive. We consider organoids to be best used as a secondary validation

of an identified cell phenotype, though this will likely change as tech-

niques continue to improve.

4 | PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS

Studying NDDs can be difficult because mutations in some genes that

cause neurodevelopmental disorders can be important in multiple bio-

logical systems, and may even be important in cell reprogramming,

stem cell maintenance, or cell differentiation. Many NDDs are multi-

tissue, likely reflecting global importance of a particular gene. For

example, there are several NDDs of the epigenetic machinery (eg,

Kabuki or Kleefstra syndrome), where genes such as KMT2D, muta-

tions in which cause Kabuki syndrome, are known for their role in cell

fate transitions but not stem or progenitor maintenance.42 Their role

in brain is unknown, but children with KMT2D mutations have intel-

lectual disability, suggesting a specific role in neurons providing a

rationale to model the disease in iPSC-derived brain-like cells. Other

genes such as EHMT1, mutations in which cause Kleefstra syndrome,

may be important in stem cell induction,43 thus might actually result in

difficulties in differentiation to neurons due to EHMT1's role in turn-

ing off pluripotency factors,44 which could impact experimental out-

comes in cell models. An understanding about what is known about

genes from different fields (eg, cancer) can significantly affect inter-

pretation of data and initial study design. Becoming aware of the

molecular machinery important for stem cell reprogramming, mainte-

nance, and induction is essential.

It is possible that in vitro procedures expose new phenotypes that

do not exist during natural human development when stem cells with

mutations in these genes are investigated, leading to potentially “true”

effects but with no relevance to human disease biology. One option

to address this is to select a disease where the mutation of interest is

in a gene not known to be expressed in stem cells. For example,

NDDs caused by mutations in genes coding for synapse-related pro-

teins (eg, GRIN2B, SHANK1) are unlikely to cause cellular deficits in

reprogramming or even neural induction since these genes are typi-

cally expressed only in more mature neurons. In short, one needs to

be extremely careful in interpreting “phenotype” since mutations of

interest could cause a host of unintended effects, including reproduc-

ible effects with drastic changes to fundamental properties of cells

that could persist throughout development.

Once neuronal cell lines are established and quality assessed, the

most interesting part of a project can begin—finding cell phenotypes

associated with a given mutation. As with most projects in the life sci-

ences, these experiments tend to follow high or low throughput

approaches, where high throughput approaches include trans-

criptomic, proteomic, or metabolomic profiling; and low throughput

approaches tend to target specific molecules that might plausibly be

associated with the protein made from the mutated gene. Whatever

the approach, it will be the parallel cell lines independently matched

to different control cells that will allow for confirmation of a cell or

molecular phenotype of interest.

5 | DRUG SCREENING IN IPSC-DERIVED
CELLS FOR TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE

An identified cell phenotype that is associated with disease model

cells is required before drug screening is attempted. There are several

reviews on assay development prior to embarking on drug screening

projects, as reviewed here.3,45 High throughput screens using iPSC-

derived cells are a well-explored avenue and an interesting option

provided an excellent cell read-out is available. For some diseases, a

cell phenotype may be amenable to application of a specific set of

already approved drugs that might immediately be available for test-

ing. For example, in the case of Fragile X syndrome (FXS), a severe

neurodevelopmental disorder, mutations in mouse Fmr1 are thought

to increase mRNA translation46 via decreased repression through
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Eif4e and other factors. In other words, aberrant translation is a poten-

tial molecular output of the disease as modeled in mouse. Metformin,

a drug for diabetes, is known to increase translational repression and

seems to ameliorate FXS in mouse.47 An experiment to perform then,

prior to testing metformin in children, is to determine metformin

effects on protein translation in iPSC-derived neurons from children

with FXS.

5.1 | Preclinical testing of ASOs for gain-of
function mutation syndromes

Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) are short stretches of DNA, 15 to

50 nucleotides long that bind to complementary mRNAs, creating a

complex that can be recognized by endogenous RNase H and

degraded, or that can block translation or splicing by steric hin-

drance.48,49 ASOs can efficiently decrease mRNA levels and subse-

quent protein levels from a targeted mRNA. They have been used as

drug treatments for several dominant, gain-of-function diseases. Over

50 ASOs are in or have been in clinical trials for various diseases

in humans,50-53 including spinal muscular atrophy (SMA; targeting

SMN2), which was approved for clinical use in children in 2016.54

ASOs have a remarkable ability to enter the CNS after intrathecal

delivery, distributing widely through the brain55,56 and are taken up

by neurons.48,57 Intrathecal delivery, infusion into the spinal cord, is

the most commonly used delivery method to treat neurological disor-

ders by ASO, and is the FDA-approved method for the ASO used to

treat SMA. Delivery of a therapeutic payload has long been a critical

problem for any form of gene therapy, yet oligonucleotides enter the

cortex after intrathecal infusion and have not shown an immune reac-

tion at therapeutically relevant doses. That said, ASOs require chemi-

cal modifications to maximize their stability and this needs to be

assessed for any new ASO being developed. Furthermore, each ASO

that targets a particular gene is different so each one needs to be

carefully assessed in vitro and in vivo to understand its half-life and

knockdown efficiency, and tissue distribution after intrathecal infu-

sion. Importantly, several pioneering trials, most notably in

Huntington's disease, where ASO targeting mRNA from HTT have

been optimized (dose, concentration, time, delivery) in primates55 and

humans,58 and can form a template for other disorders, including that

for only a single patient, one example of which recently had minor but

significant improvements59 in a child with an NDD.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

Neurodevelopmental diseases are a specialized category of stem cell

modeling and therefore require specialized experimental design.

Explicit plans in the pre-experiment phase, careful selection of cell

lines, attention to differentiation protocols and reasonable choices

related to cell purity of end stage cells are critical to detection of cell

phenotypes that might then be used in preclinical drug discovery

assays.
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